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ABSTRACT
A model of a system of managing information security of automated data
processing systems of critical application is offered in the article. The model allows to
evaluate the level of risk for the information security and provides support of
decision-making on the counteraction to the unauthorized access to the information
circulating in the information systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern technologies of open distributed systems and network integration underlying the
functioning of the automated data processing systems of critical application (ADPS CA) and
telecommunications networks have a large number of vulnerabilities [1-3]. The intervention
in national, regional and municipal ADPS CA in energy sector, industry, transport,
communications etc. is a frequently mentioned threat of cyber-attacks of criminals [4-9]. In
this regard, the issues of information security (IS) and information protection in ADPS CA
have acquired increasing importance in recent years.
During the last decades the concept of IS was identified primarily with the terms –
confidentiality, integrity and availability of information. At the same time, the
implementation of an information security policy (ISP), for many years was assigned to the
technical systems and means of information protection (TSMP). According to the generally
accepted approach to the implementation of the ISP, the information procedures (IP)
successfully counteract to the predefined cyber threats during the operation of ADPS CA
within the known external conditions. Thus, the continuous development of methods and
means of information protection (MIP), leads to the evolution of algorithms of
implementation of cyber-attacks, and the emergence of new MIP is accompanied by new
scenarios of cyber-attacks [10-13].
The flexibility of information security management system (ISMS) within the context of
ensuring the confidentiality and availability of information is correlated with the algorithms
that differentiate access to information processes (IP) in ADPS CA. The adopted security
policy model (SPM) determines the existence of certain vulnerabilities of the IP. It should be
noted that any SPM responsible for reliable processing of information, must maintain a global
security policy (SP), which determines the required parameters of IP, and can contribute to
the local SP, regulating rules of transition of IP between adjacent states of ADPS CA.
In the existing ISMS, decision-making becomes difficult due to the following reasons: to
form a complete set of IS threats in advance is not always possible; the degree of criticality of
the situation and its forecasting in the dynamics is quite difficult to perform and others. Thus,
often incomplete and uncertain initial data on the state of MIP, possible threats, destabilizing
effects etc., cause issues associated with IS and cyber defence of ADPS CA.
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2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The aim of the research – approbation of the model of ISMS, assessment providing of
criticality of the situation with the information protection in ADPS CA and capable to assess
the risks’ levels connected with the violation of IS and cyber security.

3. MATERIALS AND RESEARCH METHODS
From the viewpoint of evaluating the effectiveness of provision of IS of ADPS CA, it can be
represented as a set of components, each of which ensures the implementation of its function
of information security ( FIS ).
Basic components of ADPS CA are: communication network; informational and
document flow subsystems; a set of system services. ADPS CA architecture is characterized
by: a unified information and communication system, distributed computing tasks and
resources, the variety of ways of hardware and software implementation of the functional
subsystems, standardized interfaces, regulated connection to global networks. Each of the
functional subsystems consists of a set of typical complexes of automation facilities (CAF),
implementing processes and procedures of the same type for processing information in the
composition of ADPS CA.
As the basic research methods of ISMS of ADPS CA, the following were used: system
analysis; the theory of probabilities; mathematical statistics; fuzzy logic.
Let us describe elements of MIP of ADPS CA as evaluation objects – Oi (i  1, 2,...m). It
is obvious that each of the elements of MIP ensures implementation of concrete FIS ij (

i  1, 2,..., m,

j  1, 2,..., ni ) where ni – number of FIS for MIP components – Oi.

When constructing the model of ISMS, the assumption is made that the interpretation of
the concept of IS is wider than the term "security of information technologies" in the
automated data processing systems, i.e.

FIS  FIS ij : i  1,2,..., m : j  1,2,..., n

n


FIS
:
q

ni , v  1,2,..., h 


qv
i 1



(1)

n

where

q   ni –

summation of

FIS for all evaluation objects of Oi.

i 1

It can be assumed that the elements of a set of FIS ij may not completely ensure the
requirements of IS. For example, this may occur in cases of emergence of new types or
classes of cyber threats and vulnerabilities in the ADPS CA, which in its turn leads to
increasing of the information risk. Now, as a rule, the level of risk is set that is considered
acceptable and does not require the adoption of measures to counteract attempts of
unauthorized access to ADPS CA [1, 3, 6, 9, 13].
The following assumptions were taken during the development of the model and the
algorithm of ISMS.
1. Actions of the attacking side influence ADPS CA and can lead to the loss of data
integrity or partial non-fulfilment of the functions of IS.
2. The impact of the attacking side is probabilistic in nature.
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3. The impact of the attacking side can be directed both from the outside the

company and ADPS CA and from the inside.
4. Assessment of the attacking side impact’s consequences was based on statistical
analysis methods.
Previously [4] it was suggested to use a special indicator for quantitative characteristic of
the degree of current danger of attack or unauthorized access to the ADPS CA, which can be
calculated (measured) at any time – index of current risks (ICR) C ICR  C ICR (X ) , where

X ICR  ( x ICR1 ,..., x ICRi ,..., x ICRMI ) – vector of values of ICR, MI – the number of
information threats. It is assumed that C ICR  (0  1) .
At the first step of work of the algorithm of ISMS the task of obtaining quantitative
values that characterize the implementation of FIS ij of MIP of ADPS CA. For each of the
functions of IS ( FIS ij ) such value is the probability that a certain function of IS – FIS ij , for
example, control of integrity of software and information support, will be reliably performed
within a certain time interval. At a given time interval  probability of trouble-free execution
of FISi based on the theory of reliability can be described by the following equation:

PFIS    e




Tmti

,

i

where Tmti –

(2)

average time interval of trouble-free execution of FISi .

If it is needed to perform the assessment of costs Zi, necessary to ensure trouble-free
implementation of FISi of MIP of ADPS CA, it is possible to use the following relationship:

PFISi    e



i
Zi

,

(3)

where i – the proportionality factor.
The next step is to obtain a quantitative assessment of the figure of current informational
risks arising from incomplete execution of FIS ij .
The basic approaches to the analysis of ADPS CA vulnerabilities, and assessment of their
degree of IS, are based on analytical calculations and simulation modelling. However, in MIP
based on the fuzzy approach, especially with a large number of variables, it is practically
impossible to take into account the synergism that can arise at co-occurrence of certain
specific values of the individual variables, and it is impossible to ensure the account of
differences in the importance of factors influencing the decision-making.
These circumstances make it expedient to develop a technology that would be more
consistent with the model, "a multi-dimensional input - output", and made it possible to take
into account not only the value of the factors affecting the original variable, but also to
determine the degree of importance of controlled parameters when making a decision, and
their interaction in the necessary order. Considering all the above mentioned, in this ISMS
block, the decision-making algorithms were used in the conditions of fuzzy input information
when determining the dimensions of vulnerability of information resources of ADPS CA.
The following assumptions are made:
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1. there is a set of controlled input parameters

p FIS i  1, 2,..., M  , the estimates of
i

which were obtained at the previous step of the algorithm, for example, Tmti and

PFISi ( PFIS – Pim – the probability of launch of communication centre service of
i

software and information support of ADPS CA in the next working session);
2. it is necessary to obtain a quantitative estimate of the parameter C ICR  C ICR ( X ) ;

at the same time it should be considered that when the character of features is
probabilistic (when solving the problem of recognition of cyber threats, cyber
attacks and anomalies in ADPS CA – the parameter estimation task is C ICR ), i.e.
when between the features and the measures to which they may be assigned, there
are stochastic connections, it is appropriate to conduct the synthesis of algorithms,
the recognition, based on the application of the theory of statistical decisions. In
the situation when in ISMS there is a complete initial priori information, these
results can be used directly. With incomplete initial information the recognition
algorithms can also be based on the results of the theory of statistical decisions.
Although in the latter case, these results can be used only by implementing
algorithms of adaptive learning or self-learning. The next quantitative measure for
the assessment is proposed C ICR :

IM MN j , i 

P(MN j /  i )
P(MN j )

,
(4)

where P(MNj)
– the probability that a means (method) is used to prevent the threat to
IS MNj; R1, R2– a sign of threat to IS of ADPS CA, for example, a sudden increase in traffic,
if there is a system of features SFn of IS violation, i.e. value CICR  1 , it is possible to use the
following dependence:
j

L

i 1

i l

IM MN j , SFn   IM MN j  i   IM MN j  i ,
(5)

where i = 1,…, θj – the number of independent features, describing the method MNj ; l =
1,…, L – the number of groups of independent features.
there is a set of linguistic terms Т, characterizing the values of the input (  vi , where
v  1, Ni  , Ni – the number of terms of the parameter p ) and output (  j , j  1, N  , where N
FISi

– the number of terms of the parameter CICR) parameters.
An analytical model of the membership function of the variable i to the fuzzy term Т is
represented in the following form [4]:

 T   

1
   
1 

  

2
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where  and  – setting options of FIS ij ;
most pragmatic value of the variable
stretching of FIS ( FIS ij ).

–

max value of FIS ij ;

i for the fuzzy term);

 T (  )  1 – (  – the

 –concentration factor –

For example, when implementing tests on penetration in ADPS CA [9], a series of N
measurements of values of the controlled variables
the following matrix was obtained:
 11 12

 21 22

H 
 l1 l 2


 N1 N 2


i

was conducted, in the result of which

1i
 2i

1n 
2 n 

li

l n

N i

N n


.






The first stage of simulation with fuzzy knowledge base consists of the formation with the
expert information of the model of the evaluation object (Oi) by building a knowledge base.
The second stage is necessary for setting the fuzzy model by its training on the experimental
data. Training of ISMS model of ADPS CA lies in the selection of the parameters of
membership functions by minimizing the difference between the experimental and theoretical
data.
Assuming that:

B  {bi } – knowledge base, where

i  1, ,   B – number of objects (of evaluation)
in the knowledge base, for example, integrity monitoring service – Pim;

A


i 1

the plurality

Ai – the plurality of all attributes in the knowledge base (where Ai  {aij } –

aj

– of the attribute over a plurality of objects Oi);

j  1, m – the general number of attributes

Oi – of the object of MIP and ADPS CA.

The solution includes the following stages:





1. Define the plurality PFIS  PFISi :i  1, M  , which can include all or selective

evaluations of performance indicators of FISij MIP of ADPS CA, as well as the
number of terms and their meanings for each of the monitored input parameters i
 B.

2. Build a fuzzy knowledge base B as a set of production rules of the kind

:

 

i1, M 

i
v

: v  1, N i    j : j  1, N 
.

From the pre-built fuzzy logic conclusion system, we obtain the membership function for
all elements of the set of FIS :

{Pi i  :i  1, M  , v  1, Ni }
v
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and for СICR : {СICR j   : j  1, N }
where

i and 

–

input and output parameters with attributes – A.

1. On the base of numerical values of Pi   , characterizing the performance of

security functions of MIP of ADPS CA, we obtain estimates of input parameters,

i  1, M  , corresponding to the current indicators of implementation of

FISi

of MIP.
2. Conduct the fuzzification (comparison of the plurality of values of i its
membership function, i.е. translation of values of i in the fuzzy format) of input
parameters. Define the values of the membership functions corresponding to the
estimates of the 4th step of the algorithm: Pvi , v  1, Ni  , i  1, M 
3. Define degree of truth for each of the production rules (PR) of ISMS of ADPS

CA.
4. Construct the resulting membership function of

Сˆ ICR ( ) for the output

parameter taking into account the degrees of truth of all PR of ISMS of ADPS
CA.
5. The calculation of probability indicators of IS for each class of IS threats is
defined by the following iterative dependency [4]:

P (CICR ) 





1

where
detection.




P( MN j /  )





P 1 (CICR )   P( MN j /  )  P( MN j / SFn )   1
 1  P( MN j / SFn )  








P( MN j /  )





P 1 (CICR )   P( MN j /  )  P( MN j / SFn )   1
 1  P( MN j / SFn )  






 – the number of class of threats of IS of ADPS CA, 

(7)

– the time of threats

Calculate the resulting value of CICR of the output parameter as a result of
defuzzification of a fuzzy plurality Сˆ ICR ( ) .
It is assumed that the parameters’ ranking is carried out at the design stage of MIP of
ADPS CA and is not the subject of this study.
In this article let us consider in more detail the procedure of evaluation of ensuring the
integrity of software and information support of ADPS CA.
Flexibility of ADPS CA protection algorithms in the context of ensuring the integrity of
information, comes down to the need to keep away the negative impact of integrity
monitoring service (IMS) on the efficiency of data arrays processing procedures. The
consequence of the absence of such restrictions is the diversion of resources of computer,
first of all, of the temporary ones from the direct functional tasks of ADPS CA. At the same
time the required parameters of IS are achieved through the stepwise organization of IMS.
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To support decision-making on IS of ADPS CA, the automated IM service management
subsystem is implemented in ISMS. Accordingly, the estimate of the following criteria of
quality monitoring of IM service functioning was performed [9]: the identity of functioning
of ADPS CA with the set parameters – Е af , the survivability of ADPS CA during the
computer intrusion – Еta .
Evaluation of parameters Е af and Еta is performed using the model, based on semiMarkov processes [4, 7]. An assumption was made, that these processes are formed for a
usual ADPS on the base of Е – network. The suggested model allows to take into account the
probabilistic nature of transitions between states of ADPS, and also to take into account the
selected technical means of information protection. In addition, distribution laws used in
ADPS and time of transitions between these states of the system were analysed.
The formalization of decision-making procedure is designed as a mathematical
programming task. In the course of its decision it is necessary to choose an alternative al  AL
out of the plurality of AL. The following conditions must be met:

Eаf (al )  max;

(8)

Etа (al )  Emin tа ;

(9)

Е fa (al )  E fа (al )  1

(10)

where Emin tа – set according to the technical task on ADPS constant; al – the alternative,
characterized by controlled service functioning parameters of IMS in ADPS CA.

4. RESULTS
During the simulation the influence of the controlled parameter Pim was analysed – the
probability of IM service launch (for example, of the software and information support)
during the next start-up procedure of the standard ADPS CA and its IS subsystem. At the
same time, depending on the returned by sensors indications, caused by selecting the
corresponding SP, the values of parameters of the next launch of the IM service are
determined. For a model ADPS they define which part of the controlled information is
verified for integrity. In algorithms of protection of IP in a typical MIP only the principal
possibility of launching the IM service is revealed.
With the help of the developed programs complex [5, 6, 7] a complex study of the quality
of functioning of a typical MIP from unauthorized access was carried out, with regard to the
functioning of an automated working place on the base of a computer as a part of ADPS CA
for a large railway unit.
The calculation results in the form of dependencies E iaf ( Pim ) and Eita ( Pim ) , criteria
Еаf and Еta on the controlled parameter Pim for different variants of SP and a typical MIP of
ADPS CA are shown on the graphs. On the pictures 3 and 4 the curves E iaf ( Pim ) , Eita ( Pim )
are different in values maf 3600i1 and mta= 60i correspondingly, where maf, mta –
average values of maximum permissible time intervals between adjacent integrity checks and
implementation of MIP from unauthorized access of protective functions of ADPS CA. The
increase in the parameters shown in the graphs, is interpreted as an improvement (by this
criterion) of the quality of IM service operation. The decrease corresponds to the
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deterioration of indicators. Thus, on basis of the received dependencies, it is possible to make
amendments in the algorithm of assessment of the current IS risk indicator – CICR [14, 15].

5. CONCLUSIONS
The following main results were obtained:
A model of the company's information security management system is proposed; it is
found that the model makes it possible to assess the risks levels of the IS violation, as well as
provides support for the decision to counter the unauthorized access to ADPS CA; algorithms
are developed for the implementation of the proposed model, allowing to respond quickly and
make decisions in case of threats to IS.
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